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Since pressure while drilling (PWD) has the disadvantages of single-point
measurement and high cost of application, a micro-measurer based on MEMS
(micro-electromechanical systems) sensor technology, which can measure
downhole temperature, pressure, magnetic field, and dynamic signal, has been
developed to achieve real-time, efficient, and accurate measurement of multiple
parameters in the well. The kernel circuit system is the core of measurement and
control, and the shell plays the role in protecting the kernel circuit. The shell of the
micro-measurer is made of preferably selected materials with high-temperature
and high-pressure resistance, corrosion resistance, small size, and low density,
which can adapt to working in drilling fluid for a long time. The micro-measurer
uses integrated interfaces on the shell to enable communication between the host
computer and measuring machine. Based on the field test, both the functional
integrity and data measurement accuracy of the micro-measurer are verified.
Through analysis of the measured data, the profile of the downhole temperature
field is constructed. The physical phenomena reflected by themeasuredmagnetic
field signal and dynamic signal are consistent with the actual working conditions
observed in the test. Hence, as a new microchip measuring device, the micro-
measurer can better serve the drilling engineering field and provide technical
support for real-time measurement of downhole parameters in the future.
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1 Introduction

As drilling operations are gradually carried out in deeper formations, the importance of
unconventional oil and gas resource extraction is gradually increasing. The downhole
pressure in the drilling process is susceptible to factors such as fracture propagation,
which makes the wellbore parameters variable and difficult to monitor, and the real-
time measurement of downhole parameters is an important means to ensure wellbore safety
(Tan et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021; Yin et al., 2022). Therefore, it is necessary to develop a real-
time measurement tool for downhole engineering parameters. PWD is an effective way to
obtain wellbore engineering parameters in real time. Many oil companies and researchers
have carried out in-depth research on downhole temperature and pressure measurement
technology and supporting tools, gradually forming the main modes, such as single-point
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measurement, double-point measurement, and intelligent drill pipe
multi-point measurement.

For the downhole single-point measurement mode,
Schlumberger, Baker Hughes, Halliburton, and other companies
have developed PWD tools with better performance after decades of
development (Cantarelli et al., 2017; Sobie et al., 2018; Taler et al.,
2018; Baumgartner et al., 2019). Guan et al. (2011), Geng et al.
(2020), and Zhang et al. (2016) have attacked the measurement
parameters, data storage, and transmission, respectively. The limited
range and single dimension of downhole single-point measurement
cannot realize the real-time measurement of temperature and
pressure profiles in the wellbore, which makes it difficult to meet
the demand of safe drilling under the conditions of a complex
formation pressure system in a long bare section of deep wells. Li
et al. (2017a) and Liu et al. (2009) were the first to propose a dual-
point multi-parameter measurement method and developed a
downhole dual-point PWD tool to achieve dual-point accurate
measurement of 10 parameters including near-bit temperature,
pressure, and XYZ triaxial vibration. An intelligent drill pipe has
been used commercially since 2006, and drilling safety and efficiency
can be improved by downhole multi-point measurement. Li et al.
(2022) established an intelligent prediction system for downhole
overflow and leakage by fusing multiple downhole parameters using
a neural network intelligence algorithm. Although downhole dual-
point and multi-point measurement methods significantly improve
the characterization dimension of wellbore temperature and
pressure measurements, they are currently of limited extension
and expensive to use, with poor applicability in drilling.

In recent years, MEMS (micro-electromechanical systems)
technology has been developing rapidly. MEMS is a method that
combines electrical and mechanical components to build tiny
integrated devices or systems. The size ranges from a few
micrometers to millimeters. MEMS sensors are manufactured
using the integrated circuit (IC) batch processing techniques
(Rochus et al., 2016). Due to the characteristics of light mass,
small size, low energy consumption, high accuracy, good stability,
high integration, and resistance to harsh working conditions, MEMS
microchip sensors are gradually applied to the development of
various types of measuring tools. In the field of oil and gas
engineering, the measurement technology based on MEMS
sensors has been widely recognized in recent years. In 2018,
MEMS sensor technology was selected as one of the top ten
international oil technology advances. In 2021, at the
International Offshore Oil and Gas Technology Conference
(OTC), INGU Pipers’ miniature measuring tool with MEMS
sensors for temperature, pressure, and inertia won the “Spotlight
on New Technology” award. As the global deep oil and gas
exploration and development continue to advance, the
requirements for measurement under complex wellbore
conditions are increasing, and the disadvantages of traditional
sensors, which include being large, easily damaged, and costly,
are becoming increasingly prominent, while the micro-
measurement technology based on MEMS has a broad
development space (Fu, 2019).

Recently, several oil companies and institutions (Li et al.,
2017b) (Shi et al., 2020) have developed microsphere chip
measurement tools, which mainly consist of chemical
protective coatings, temperature and pressure sensors, and

surface devices. An indoor experimental test and field test
have been carried out. The feasibility of using micro-
measurement tools for downhole temperature and pressure
measurement has been demonstrated.

In comparison with the current stage of micro-measurer
measurement technology in various countries, it can be found
that the measurement gaps of microchips developed in various
countries are reflected in the measurement pressure and working
temperature. The micro-measurer tools of all countries have
problems such as low recovery rate and serious breakage in field
tests. Therefore, it is still necessary to continue relevant research for
improving the strength, recovery rate, and integrity of micro-
measurement tools to break the limitations of recovery rate,
breakage, depth positioning, and error compensation. Efforts
should be made to improve the tolerance of microchips to high-
level temperature and pressure and the measurement capability of
high precision temperature and pressure in an extreme
environment, so that they can not only be resistant to high
temperature and pressure but also be able to sense small changes
to accurately measure temperature and pressure.

In summary, compared with downhole measuring equipment
using traditional sensors, the downhole micro-measurer has certain
advantages in terms of application flexibility, scalability,
environmental tolerance, and low cost and can also achieve
effective characterization of wellbore temperature and pressure
profiles, which requires in depth study.

This study describes in detail the structure of the micro-
measurer and the composition of the kernel system and briefly
describes how the external shell of the micro-measurer is prepared.
With the complete introduction of various information about the
micro-measurer, the field test is used to verify the various test
functions of the micro-measurer.

2 Structure of the micro-measurer

The micro-measurer is mainly composed of the kernel system
and the outer shell. Specifically, the kernel system is the core of
program control, parameter measurement, data processing, and
storage, which mainly consists of rigid–flexible circuit boards,
low-power microcontroller, temperature sensor, magnetometer,
gyroscope accelerometer, Wheatstone bridge-based voltage
measuring circuit, and other electronic components on the circuit
board. The outer shell encapsulates its internal micro-kernel system
from the drilling fluid, thus protecting the kernel system from fluid
erosion and the influence of friction damage. Meanwhile, to wake up
the micro-measurer from the low-power mode and transmit the
collected data, the shell also integrates the activation interface and
the low-power data transmission interface for communication with
the host computer. The structure of the micro-measurer is shown in
Figure 1.

3 Main components of the kernel
system

Because the size of the micro-measurer is strictly limited by the
bit water way, the kernel system must have a small geometry to
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ensure the measurer’s passability into the wellbore. The micro-
measurer can only rely on battery power when collecting data in the
wellbore. Due to size constraints, the power supply unit of the
measuring device is a micro-button-battery with a diameter of
9.5 mm and a total battery capacity of 53 mA h. The power
consumption of each measurement module in the kernel system
needs to be strictly controlled, to enable the micro-measurer to
achieve multi-parameter measurement in the well over 5 h under the
constraints of the total battery capacity.

The kernel system possesses the characteristics of small size and also
needs to realize the collaborative measurement of multiple parameters in
the wellbore. For this purpose, a low-power, high-precision digital
temperature sensor, a low-noise three-axis digital magnetic sensor, a
high-precision six-axis gyroscope accelerometer sensor, and a
Wheatstone bridge-based pressure measurement module are selected
to achieve low-power measurement of four types of parameters in the
wellbore: temperature, pressure, magnetic field, and dynamics.

In addition, in order to store all the measurement data, an ultra-
low-power microcontroller of STM32L4 series with built-in large-
capacity flash memory is used as the control and processing core of
the entire micro-measurer, further reducing the system power
consumption and battery power consumption and extending the
usage time of the tool.

At the same time, the reserved ultra-low-power external
activation interface in the kernel system is able to quickly wake
up the micro-measurer from the low-power shutdown mode to the
running mode. The reserved low-power data transmission
interface can realize the low-power data transmission and
control commands between the micro-measurer and the host
computer.

In summary, with the ultra-low power consumption design of
the kernel system, its operating current can be maintained at
approximately 3 mA, and the micro-measurer can operate for
17.66 h in principle when a micro-power supply unit with a
capacity of 53 mA h is selected. Although the energy
consumption of the micro-measurer generally increases slightly
in high-temperature environments, it is fully capable of meeting
the basic operating requirements of 5–10 h. The hardware schematic
of the kernel system is shown in Figure 2.

Due to the need for multi-parameter collaborative measurement
of the wellbore flow field, the core system of the measuring device is
equipped with multiple measurement modules. Each module
contains a MEMS sensor chip and several electronic components
in the auxiliary circuit. In addition, the kernel system is limited by
strict size, which makes the design and device arrangement of the
entire integrated circuit board extremely complex.

FIGURE 1
Structure of the micro-measurer.

FIGURE 2
Hardware schematic of the kernel circuit system.
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For this reason, this study adopts the design idea of
combining rigid–flexible circuit boards into separate boards.
Specifically, the entire circuit board consists of three circular
rigid circuit boards of 10 mm diameter and two flexible circuit
boards. In other words, a “three rigid + two flexible”-layered
structure is used to minimize the size. The top and bottom layers
of the rigid circuit board are arranged with different functional
measurement modules. The flexible circuit boards are connected
with the rigid circuit boards, which together constitute a
complete circuit for the synergistic measurement of multi-

physical fields (temperature, pressure, magnetism, and
dynamics). The flexible circuit board has good bending
characteristics, so the whole kernel system has a small volume
by bending the flexible circuit board to ensure that it can be
packaged in the external shell of the micro-measurer whose
geometric size is strictly limited. The bent form of the kernel
board of the measuring device is shown in Figure 3. The three
circuit boards ①, ②, and ③ in the figure are four-layered rigid
boards. The flexible boards ④ and ⑤ have only circuit
alignments on them without arranging components and serve
to stabilize the connection of the three four-layered rigid boards.

4 Preparation of the external shell

As a result of the micro-measurer working in drilling fluid for a long
time, it must possess the characteristics of high-temperature and high-
pressure resistance, corrosion resistance, small size, and low density.
Therefore, the high-strength polyether ether ketone (PEEK) material
with controllable density classification is selected for shell preparation.

The material has a melting point of 343°C, a softening point of
168°C, and a tensile strength of 132–148 MPa. The outstanding
characteristics of high-temperature and high-pressure resistance,
corrosion resistance, and good mechanical properties can better
adapt to the complex environment downhole. The mechanical
properties can be further improved by means of carbon fiber
composite.

To further improve the tightness of the kernel system and the
pressure resistance of the measuring device, liquid
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) silica gel-like material is used to
fill the gap between the kernel system and the external shell,

FIGURE 3
Kernel circuit system and its components.

FIGURE 4
Packaged micro-measurer.
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FIGURE 6
Field test process.

FIGURE 5
Field test drilling platform.
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while the shell is cast to form a protective film, so that the micro-
measurer forms an organic whole and improves its integral
tightness.

The schematic diagram of the casting process and the
packaged micro-measurer after encapsulation is shown in
Figure 4. The maximum external dimension is strictly
controlled to be 15 mm.

5 Test trial at the drilling field

In order to verify the various measurement functions of the
micro-measurer during actual downhole operation, downhole
measurement tests are conducted at the drilling site.

The test equipment is shown in Figure 5. The depth from the
wellhead to the bridge plug location is 200 m, the outer diameter of
the drill pipe is 127 mm, and the inner diameter of the casing is
approximately 230 mm. Since the depth of the wellbore used for the
field test is only 200 m and the pressure in the wellbore does not vary
significantly, the pressure measurement module of the micro-

FIGURE 7
Time series of temperature and three-axis magnetic intensities. (A) Time series of temperature and three-axismagnetic intensities. (B)Data variation
of magnetic field strength in X-axis with time. (C)Data variation of magnetic field strength in Y-axis with time. (D)Data variation of magnetic field strength
in Z-axis with time.

FIGURE 8
Temperature–depth curve.
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measurer is not turned on before the test. In other words, the micro-
measurer measures only the temperature and magnetic field in the
wellbore as well as the acceleration and angular rate of the micro-
measurer itself in real time.

In the test, the micro-measurer is placed all-in-one measuring
joint and mounted at the bottom end of the drill pipe. Lowering and
lifting of the drill pipe allows the micro-measurer to travel the entire
wellbore. Seven micro-measurers are placed in the measuring joint.
The process of the whole test is shown in Figure 6.

The length of the drill pipe used in the test is approximately
10 m. A stand column is connected to three drill pipes, and its length
is approximately 30 m. A total of six complete stand columns are
lowered during the whole test, and the seventh stand column is
lowered halfway. The first five stand columns are lowered while
rotating, while the sixth and seventh stand columns are lowered
directly without rotating, and there is a long resting time after the
single stand column is lowered. After the stand columns are lowered,
they are all lifted out of the well, and all of them are lifted directly
without rotation during the lifting process.

Finally, the temperature and triaxial magnetic field data
measured by the micro-measurer that underwent a whole
lowering and upper return process in the wellbore are shown in

Figure 7. According to the measured temperature data, the micro-
measurer is carried into the liquid environment in the wellbore from
the outdoor condition where the temperature is low, and the
temperature measured by the micro-measurer gradually increases,
as the stand column is lowered, and gradually decreases during the
stand column lifting, which proved that the measuring device can
quickly and accurately detect the change in environmental
temperature.

For the measurement of the downhole magnetic field, the
geomagnetic field is mainly measured using the magnetic sensor
because there is no strong magnet in the whole wellbore
environment. According to the distribution of the geomagnetic
field, it is known that the magnitude and direction of the
geomagnetic vector will change as the depth of the ground
changes; thus, the axis of the magnetic sensor vertical to the
ground will continuously change during the lowering and lifting
of the stand column, while the axis parallel to the ground will only
fluctuate periodically due to the change of its angle with the
geomagnetic vector when the magnetic sensor is rotated.

Comparing the actually measured three-axis magnetic field data,
the X- and Y-axes, which are parallel to the ground, show small
periodic fluctuations in their magnetic fields when the stand column

FIGURE 9
Time series of three-axis accelerations and angular rates.
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is rotated and lowered, as shown in detail in Figures 7B, C. However,
there are no magnetic field fluctuations when the stand column is
non-rotated, lowered, and lifted. The magnetic field of the Z-axis is
vertical to the ground, which shows significant and continuous
fluctuations in both rotating lowering stand column and non-
rotating lowering and lifting stand column, as shown in Figure 7D.

The measured magnetic field data are used to calibrate the
position of the micro-measurer in the pipe string, and the
temperature data measured using the device during the test
are converted between time and depth. Then, the variation in
temperature with depth is obtained, as shown in Figure 8,
providing a feasible solution for the construction of the
downhole temperature profile.

The triaxial acceleration and angular rate around the triaxial axis
measured using the micro-measurer during lowering and lifting of
stand columns in the wellbore are shown in Figure 9. From the
measured data, the acceleration values measured using the
accelerometer of the micro-measurer in the X and Y directions
fluctuate significantly during lowering of the column with rotation.
However, since the Z-axis of the accelerometer is parallel to the
column axis and the column is lowered at a uniform speed, the
acceleration of the Z-axis is basically maintained at a near-zero
value. During the lifting of the stand column, the column is
subjected to vibration for a short period when it is unbuckled, so
the acceleration of all three axes changes abruptly around its stable
value and then quickly returns to stability.

In addition, since the short connection deposited in the micro-
measurer rotates together with the drill string, the angular rate signal
measured using the gyroscope in the micro-measurer can reflect the
rotation of the drill string. The measured angular rate values of X-
and Y-axes are stable around zero, indicating that the micro-
measurer does not rotate around X- and Y-axes. Since the Z-axis
is the rotation axis of the micro-measurer, the angular rate around
the Z-axis shows obvious changes. In the process of non-rotating
column lowering and column lifting, the three-axis angular rate
value is constant at zero. In summary, the physical information
reflected by the dynamic signal of the micro-measurer is consistent
with the actual working conditions in the test.

6 Results and discussion

In order to meet the requirements of the development of wellbore
parameter measurement tools toward parameter diversification,
module integration, extreme environment tolerance, and fast
information transmission, a miniature measurement tool developed
based on MEMS technology was born. The tool can dynamically
circulate with the wellbore and record measurements in real time,
regardless of complex formation conditions, and achieve ultra-small
size, extremely low cost, and higher accuracymeasurement capability of
key parameters throughout the wellbore, providing key technical
support for downhole working condition identification and wellbore
safety control. Based on the results of the article, the advantages of our
micro-measurer technology over other similar technologies are
discussed as follows:

(1) In comparison with the single circuit board design used in
existing micro-measurer tools, the microkernel system

designed in this technology uses a combination of soft
and hard circuit boards. The kernel circuit board consists
of three circular rigid circuit boards (10 mm in diameter)
and two flexible circuit boards, on which the rigid circuit
boards are arranged with MEMS sensors and their auxiliary
electronic components with different functions, and the
rigid circuit boards are connected to each other by
flexible circuit boards. This innovative design not only
enables the micro-measurer tool to realize the synergistic
measurement of multiple physical fields (temperature,
pressure, magnetism, and dynamic) but also makes use of
the bendability of the flexible circuit board to effectively
reduce the size of the microcircuit, which further enables the
entire micro-measurer measurement tool to become more
compact.

(2) In comparison with the existing micro-measurer tools, which
cannot be easily and quickly tested for integrity before entering
the well, the microkernel system designed in this article is
equipped with a low-power Bluetooth module, which can
quickly test the measurement performance of the micro-
measurer tool before going down the well and transmit the
test results back to the host computer via Bluetooth.

(3) In comparison with the existing similar micro-measurer tools
with high energy consumption and insufficient measurement
time, the microcircuit designed in the present invention can
perform a quick switch between chip activation and shutdown
state. Before being activated, the chip will always be in the ultra-
low-power shutdownmode, and the chip tool will enter the low-
power mode again after all measurements are completed. Since
the shutdown mode is one of the lowest power consumption
modes of the chip, it can significantly reduce the energy
consumption of the energy supply battery and thus extend
the measurement duration of the multi-physical field co-
measurement micro-measurer tool.

7 Conclusion

(1) The micro-measurer introduced in this paper is a new type of
downhole measurement tool. MEMS sensor technology, rigid
and flexible circuit board split-bonding technology, internal and
external double-layer casting packaging technology, and low-
power control management technology are adopted in the
development process to realize the miniaturization of
downhole multi-physical field parameter measurement.

(2) The developed micro-measurer is tested in the field, and the
micro-measurer is carried into the well by the measuring joint.
During the test, the micro-measurer achieves real-time
acquisition of temperature, magnetic field, and dynamics
information in the wellbore, which proves that the developed
micro-measurer can achieve fast and accurate multi-physical
field parameter co-measurement in the wellbore.

(3) By processing and analyzing the test data, the downhole
temperature field profile is constructed, and the physical
phenomena reflected by the measured magnetic field signals
and dynamics signals are consistent with the actual working
conditions observed in the test. However, the pressure test part
and downhole circulation test part are not carried out due to the
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limitation of the test conditions in the drilling field, which will
be further considered in the subsequent work.
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